Human Interactions
The Bengal tiger is endangered because
we kill the Bengal tiger for it’s fur and
teeth. The people that kill the Bengal
tigers are called poachers. It isn’t only
the Bengal tiger all the tiger species are
either extinct or endangered. I want to
save the endangered tigers because they are
important because they eat wild boar, monkeys, deer, buffalo, and livestock. Sometimes
if their really hungry they’ll eat lizards, fish,
crab, frog, and even berries. We humans interact with the tiger in good and bad ways.
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Adaptations

Characteristics

Ecosystem

The Bengal tiger has many characteristics. Like it’s stripes no cat
other than domestic cats has
stripes. It is unique to them.
Here’s another characteristic
some body parts are cream colored. Some tigers look like they
have beards because their hair
grows long and no ones around to
cut it.. Now those are only some
of the many characteristics of the
tiger and all animals have scientific names. The Bengal tiger’s
name is Panthera tigris.

An ecosystem is the natural habitat of a animal. The ecosystem of
the tiger is very small because humans take their land to put houses
on it . The tiger lives in the rainforest, but the Siberian tiger lives in
the snowy mountains. The south
china tigers live in only China and
other tigers live in different ecosystems. The tiger interacts with
other organisms by giving birth to
the tiger or eating a different other

Some adaptations of the tiger are the retinas
because it allows the light to reflect back in
to their eyes so it helps them see in the dark.
They have long teeth and retractable claws
 The tiger is the biggest species in the cat famboth help them with hunting. They have
ily.
great hearing and they can hear infrasound
 Tigers can reach a length up to 3.3 meters
(11 feet) and weigh as much as 300 kilograms (660 pounds).

FUN FACTS



Subspecies of the tiger include the Sumatran
tiger, Siberian tiger, Bengal tiger, South China tiger, Malayan tiger and the Indochinese
tiger.


A group of tigers is called a “ ambush” or
“streak”.



Tigers that breed with tigers give birth to

